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By Patricia Pane 
Daily staff writer 
Three SJSU 
students  and one De 
Anza College 
student who occupied 
Tower Hall offices in protest of apart-
heid last May plea bargained
 their 
way to 
freedom  yesterday in Santa 
Clara





 Kirmsse, 27, and Karen Hester, 
26, were dropped when they
 pleaded 
guilty to a charge of failure to dis-
perse. 
"1 feel like it's a victory," 
Kirmsse said. "I 
don't  think we can 
walk away any nicer." 
Trespassing charges against 
Paul Brunato, 19, were amended to 
disturbing the peace, to which he 
pleaded no contest.
 








campaign  begins 
By 
Shannon  Rasmussen 
Daily stiff
 writer 
The California State Student 
Association is beginning work on a 
new campaign 
toward getting sup-
port and funds for 
campuses'  child 
care programs, which
 includes a 





from  all 
19 California
 State University cam-
puses adopted a strategy plan to re-
cruit student
 power, generate sup-
port and get stable funding for the 
child 
care  programs. 
"This is an 
important  issue, 
and we would like it to be favorable 
to our goals," said Paul Knepprath, 
CSSA legislative director. 
The California State University 
Board of 
Trustees recently ap-
proved the child care project 
as
 a 
top priority for the 1985-86 year. 
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Rey-
nolds agreed that the child care 
project is an important issue.
 In ad-
dition, she agreed to the 
CSSA-pro-
posed composition of 
a child care 
work group to 




group will have its 
first meeting 
Nov.  21. The nine -
member 












































































































































Haines  said. 
Another part 
of the plan 
in-
cludes a week

























 $2 intramural fee 
By Denver
 I,ewellen 
Daily  staff 
writer 
Despite
 the recent implementa-
tion of 
fees  for intramural
 sports, 
participation in SJSU Leisure Serv-
ices' intramural games has gone up. 
"I was curious to 
see  how the new 










some research and what I found was 
that just about every sport we offer, 
with the exception of 
volleyball, has 
either
 the same or increased enroll-
ment." 
The  intramural fees were 
ini-
tiated in order to 
secure more refer-
ees




the past," Grodhaus 
said, 
"we 




 games, and 
the injuries and 
fighting 
were
 out of hand 
This year 
we're 
able to provide four 
referees on 
a game and its
 made a world of dif-
ference. Our injuries have gone down
 
considerably. I'm really 
pleased  with 
that." 
Grodhaus thinks that, even with 
the 
fees,  students are still getting a 
good deal.
 
"Per  person," she said, "the
 fee 
is only around $2. 
On a volleyball 
team  there are usually about six 
members, the cost 
per volleyball 
team is $10, so that's 
actually  less 
than $2.
 This is nothing compared to 
the cost of the game, 
which,  with four 
referees  at $5 each, can 
cost 820 a 
game. 
They  usually play four or five 
games a semester. 
"Most other colleges
 have been 
charging for 
intramurals  all along," 
















Herb  Muktarian 
Daily staff writer 
There is no 
immediate  asbestos 
danger












 a report 
released






tos repairs within 
12 months. 
Evans said that to his knowledge, there are no dan-
gerous 
asbestos  situations in classrooms. 
The university will ask the California State Univer-
sity chancellor's office for $445,000 in clean-up funds for 
the 28 buildings requiring attention within 12 months. He 
said that would cover the priority cleanups. 
"It is my understanding that the 
request  for 
(cleanup) funds will be made through the capital outlay 
part of the CSU
 bud-
get," said Louis 
Messner, assistant vice 






now expected to be 
closed, Evans said. 
"The 
level of airborne 
particles would have to 
approach the dangerous 
level to close a build-
ing." 
Evans 




Hall that the report 
shows where the univer-
sity needs to make re-
pairs, and  not where 
there  is imminent danger to people 




SJSU  is the oldest 
campus




 was ineveitable 
that asbestos 




has been here forty
 years. This is 
not  
something we have just 
discovered,"  Staley said. 
Evans said 
action  is now being 
taken
 because CSU 
and the 
universities  have come 
to the realization that
 as-





 campus is used 
mainly  in pipe lag-
ging (insulation), and some
 in floor and ceiling tiles,
 
Evans said. 

































 has increased 
over  
the past 
two years, the 
California  
State 
University  Board 
of Trustees 
will be reviewing 
graduate  programs 
because the
 overall CSU 
enrollment  
has been declining. 
The 
board of trustees
 is in the 
process of 
putting  together the 
com-
mittee
 to fill the 
positions
 and to de-
cide a goal, 
said
 Anthony Moye, as-
sistant
 vice chancellor





 review is 
one of the 








 an overall 
decline 
over the past few 
years.  Moye said 
In fall 1982 
the enrollment
 in the 
graduate 
program was 
34,107 In fall 
1983 
the numbers 




 fall 1984 
enrollment  was 
down  
to 
29,981.  The fall 1965 
enrollment fig-
ures have not 
been processed at this 
time. 
In general at SJSU, there is an in-
crease in graduate program enroll-
ment, according
 to Serena Stanford, 
interim associate academic vice 
president. She 
said  there are some 
programs with weak enrollment, but 
on the whole there is an increase 
In fall 1962 there were 4,733 grad-
uates enrolled at SJSU. In 
fall 1993 
the 
number  fell to 4,370 and enroll-
ment rose again in fall 1984 to 
4,599. 
For fall 1965
 enrollment is up to 4,906. 
The 
committee  will address the 
prospects and possiblities for the 
master's degree in the university sys-
tem 









































 is in the 
time
 involved.
 Instead of a 
six
-week  program 
as has been






 a full 
semester.  
"The program
 used to be set 








 week." Jicha 
said. "It was 
pretty  time -in-
tensive. 













 but they had





The first thing 
we're trying 


















being  part 
of a team 
and  
belonging
 to an 
organization  
is good, 

























off and is not something that 
you  want to turn on and off." 
The 
new program, he said, is designed 
so
 that in the 
first semester everything is 
geared towards getting the 
people just
 coming in qualified and awarding
 their berets, 
the  symbol of expertise 
for Cadet Rangers. 
Rangers is a group of cadets interested
 in the things 
that real Army Rangers 
do,  like small -unit tactics
 
physi-
cal training and 
adventure activities such as 
rappelling
 or 
rafting.  They use these skills. Jicha said, to 
develop
 lead-
ership traits and principles 
According 




a number of areas 




These  include 
patrolling,
 land navigation
 using only 
a compass
 and map) and
 weapons, as 
well  as a confi-
dence 
event and an 





 run, situps 
and pushups 
They must then











 test, pass the patrol and
 pass the hoard. 
"Now  the standards are a lot 
higher  to get the beret," 
he said. 
They
 have to know a lot 
more
 and pass a few 
more 
tests that they 
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 LAST, the California State Um 
versity Board of Trustees has 
recog-
nized child care as a priority. 
Thanks in part to research results pre-
sented by the California State Student Asso-
ciation (the student lobby), the board of trust-
ees has become more aware of the increasing 
numbers of 
students  with children at many 
CSU campuses, including SJSU. 
Improving child care programs and ex-
panding their facilities supports the purpose 
of the university by increasing access to the 
campus for student parents. It also provides 
an academic training ground for students ma-
joring in early childhood education and child 
development. Child care programs as they 
stand now are simply inadequate to meet cur-
rent and future needs.  
Recognizing this, the board is forming a 
committee to study needs at the 19 CSU cam-
puses. 
The committee
 will need to examine de-
mographic changes 
among  the campuses. For 
example, the 
average
 age of SJSU students is 
25.96, according to the SJSU Office of Institu-
tional Research. Other demographic changes 




 and parent students in 
general.
 
The results of the study would be included 
as 








 to the 
state legislature.
 
In order for child care to be expanded,
 the 
CSSA 
is doing the background work
 necessary 
to 
aid the CSU committee in deciding 
to take 
steps 
for  expansion and improvement 
on the 
CSU campuses. 
As part of its effort 
to win more support 
for
 CSU child care programs, the
 CSSA will 
begin a drive to get 20 
percent
 of the students 
at each campus to send signed 
post
 cards to 
the board of trustees 
committee.  A response 
of this 
size  should impress the board. 
Here in the Silicon Valley, the need for a 
good
 child care program is particularly im-
portant. Many companies
 demand that em-
ployees attend classes to keep up with devel-
opments in their field. 
Therefore, it's incumbent upon SJSU to 
support the CSSA's efforts to 
provide informa-
tion to the board's 
committee  in order to even-
tually receive the state funds
 to improve and 
expand SJSU's child












Spartan Daily  
encourages readers to write letters 
Bring them to the 
Daily  office in Dwight Bentel




All letters must 




 and class standing.
 Phone numbers 
and  anony 
mous
 letters will not be 
printed. 
The Daily 
reserves  the right 
to edit letters. 
The 
editorials  and opinions on this page
 are solely the re 
sponsibility  of the Daily staff 










 has recently 
tested an 
anti ballist lc 
missile
 with the 





 missile before it 
reaches the intended 
tar-
get. 
In June 1984, the 
United  States 
successfully
 tested a 
land -based ABM
 using non-nuclear 
technology.  The ABM 
tracked a 
dummy ICBM that
 was fired from 
an
 island in 
the 
Pacific
 Ocean. The 





 a distance of 100 miles 
from  the intended tar-
get. 
This successful
 ABM test confirms the 
possibility  of 
"site" or "point" defense.
 The ABM would allow the 
United States 
to protect our strategic missile 
sites,  air 
bases, 
communication and control
 centers from a Soviet 
first strike. 
If fully deployed, 
the system would ensure the
 survi-
val of 
enough  U.S. offensive missiles in 
the  event of a So-
viet first strike to 
make




The Soviet high command 
will not know which of their 
offense weapons have 
penetrated  the U.S. defense sys-
tem, thus the 
Soviets
 could not be assured that 
the  dam-
age inflicted on the
 United States is sufficient
 enough to 
nullify a retaliatory strike. 
Without knowing
 if they can succeed in 
landing  a crip-
pling blow, 
the Soviets will not launch 
a first strike for 






















against  a 
Russian  first 





Instead of building 
ICBMs, the United States could 
concentrate
 on defending existing silos, new weapons
 sys-
tems 
M X ) (
 and all other
 components that comprise the 
three -tiered
 U.S. defense system. 
Second, the
 ABM system that hit the dummy ICBM 
was made up of the non-nuclear
 technology. This is an im-
portant aspect of the weapon system because it uses exist-
ing technology without resorting to 
nuclear  warheads. 
The third reason for 
deploying  such a system is the 
cost effectiveness of the ABM. If the Soviets counter by 
building more offensive weapons, the United States could 
add additional 
launchers at a much faster and less expen-
sive rate than the Soviets. 
The cost 
of building a new 
weapon  systems to 
counter 
our  ABMs will 
be
 too high for the
 Soviets to 
aggressively  
explore.
 Because the 
Soviets already








not  be able to 
absorb  the cost 
of
 a new 
weapon
 system. 
In 1973, an 
amendment
 to the ABM 
treaty
 was passed 
which limited 
deployment to 100
 launchers by 
each  party. 
As of this time the 
United States has 




 allowed under the 
amendment. 
In contrast, 








actively  pursue an 
ABM  de-
fense  system.
 This system 





It would also serve
 as an avenue for
 the United States
 
to explore the 
non-nuclear  option. 
Baseball
 






A funny thing happened during the telecast of Game 3 
of the World Series. No, Morganna, baseball's busty 
kiss-
ing bandit, did not try to plant one on George Brett, nor 
did the killer 







But this plug was 
different, and it left this 
viewer 
pounding his 
chair  with laughter. 
Seaver, who won
 his 300th game 





 from cue 
cards, 
Seaver  acknowledged 




family,  we've had our share
 of problems." 
Seaver
 admitted, "but 
we're  working to solve 
them."  
At this point, the 
only
 family that baseball
 even remo-
tely 
resembles  is the 
Mansons.  The season 
may  have been 
great for 
Seaver,
 but for the 




 was there any 
direct ref-
erence  to the sport's
 single overriding 




 pages, and 
frequently  the front 
pages,  of  
every 
major  paper in the 
country were filled
 with the lat-






 to clean up the 
game. 
yukfest
 came during a commercial break. 
Ueberroth 
wants all players 
to submit to 
voluntary
 
Tom Seaver spoke 
on
 behalf of Major League Base-
 
urinalysis  
testing.  "A cloud called







































































testing  as a 
violation  of 
their basic 
rights as 




Fehr, head of 
the players 
union,  said, 




 and should 





 and its 
confidential-
ity." 
Fehr has decried Ueberroth's proposal, and has sug-
gested that the commissioner is really out to make head-
lines, possibly for political benefit.
 
Keith
 Hernandez,  star first
 baseman for the New
 
York Mets,
 was granted 





-dealing  trial of 
Curtis
 Strong, a for-
mer clubhouse 
caterer  for the 
Philadelphia  Phillies. 
Her-
nandez 
testified that he 
once
 saw Lonnie Smith,
 now of the 
Kansas City 
Royals, have a "bad 
experience" with co-
caine,
 causing Smith 
to
 miss a game in 
1983.  
Smith, in turn, said 
on
 the stand that in 1982 he had 
purchased
 cocaine from Strong for 
himself,
 Hernandez. 
and ace pitcher Joaquin 
Andujar, when they all had 
played for the 
Cards.
 Smith and Andujar both played
 in 
this
 year's World Series. 
The only way baseball can exorcise its coke -demon, 
which Hernandez has called
 "the devil on this earth" is to 
confront the problem directly. Baseball cannot afford to 
sweep it under the rug, as 
it
 appears to be doing with such 





testing  for drugs can be applied to minor 
league 
players and umpires, but cannot be enforced on 
major league players, due to a contract between the club 
owners and the players union The big leaguers can only 
volunteer to be tested, and very few are lining up, no pun 
intended  
Perhaps the 
only  answer then, is 
for
 the federal gov-
ernment to step 
in. The House and Senate
 can pass legis-
lation that 
would  force the players to 
comply. Presu-
mably, the 
government  would be in 
charge of a system 
of 
punishment,
 as well, if drugs are 
detected  in a player. 
II is 
an uncomfortable
 premise, to 
be
 sure, and a grim 
one But
 if Major 
League  
Baseball
 can't cure 
itself,  then it 
may be up to an 
even bigger league
 to do so. 







 dressed up 
In our last episode, Mike and Robert 
went  to sleep 
with 






 Mike is waking up 
THE
 SUN ROSE
 over Aptos 
and sprayed 
light  
into Mike's bedroom, awakening 
him to the 
day he had 
circled





got  up, peeled the sheets off his bed, and 
threw them into the hamper. 
"Dammit," he mumbled. 
"Mom!  The Weenie 
Alert needs new batteries
  it didn't go off again 
last night." 
The hamper was filled with 
moist  linen from the 
night before, but Mrs. Dray 
didn't wash clothes until 
Sunday. 
"Oh well,"
 Mike said to himself. "At least 
it's 
Halloween." 
Mike rode his bike over to 
Robert's
 house, where 
Mrs. Morfeld was cooking 
spaghetti  for Robert's 
hemorrhoid costume. 
Making a hemorrhoid was an all -day chore. 
First, the spaghetti is cooked until it is sticky. Next,
 
it is glued to a 
raincoat
 and covered with petroleum 
jelly. Finally, a mixture of tomato sauce and
 taco 
salsa is placed on top of 
the jelly to give the costume 
a 
"larger
-than -life" look. 
While Robert's 
costume  was being worked on, 
the gelatin for Mike's amoeba outfit
 was jelling in 
the Morfelds' refrigerator.
 
Everything was starting to come together, and 
Robert 
knew  only one thing stood in the way of 
making the night perfect. Finally, he asked his Mom 
the dreaded question. 
"Mom, can't we go by ourselves this year?" he 
pleaded. "It's embarrassing to have your 
parents
 go 
with you  and besides, Jimmie's
 parents let him go 
by himself." 
"Do I 
look like Jimmie's parents?" Mrs. 
Morfeld 
responded.  
Robert begged: "Please! I promise to mow the 
lawn 
chair  next week." 
Mrs. Morfeld looked at her son and finally gave 
in: "I give in." 
Mike looked over at Robert and smiled like a 
wedge slicing into a cheap golf ball. His 
mind  
became  like a tornado as dastardly thoughts whirled 
about in his head.
 
He could see himself smashing jack-o'-lanterns, 
snatching candy (when neighbors were foolish 




 THEN MIKE'S angel version appeared 
on his shoulder. This 
was a chance for him to 
prove 




 maturity. This 
was 
a chance for 
him to show Whitney that he was as much a man as 
Eric
 was. 
"Screw Whitney," he laughed. "I'm going to 
party 
tonight  
Poof -- the angel disappeared.
 
"Those first graders will know who Mike Dray is 
by the end of the night," 
Mike whispered to Robert. 
"And
 they'll learn the hard way." 
Mrs. Morfeld took Mike's jello 
out  of the fridge 
and stuffed it down the plastic -wrap shell Mike 
was  
wearing.  
"Now don't you perform any 
phagocytosis  on 
your candy until you get home," Mrs. Morfeld 
quipped as Mike slipped 
into his amoeba costume. 
"I like girls." Mike replied. "I 
thought
 you knew 
that  
Morfeld  laughed as the 
sun fell over Aptos, 
and  
the 
boys  left the house 
in
 search of treats.  
lobe continued 
Leonard Hoops is the assistant forum editor and he 
would
 rather listen to the Pete Ellis Dodge theme song 
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254  yards 
in 48 


































earned  PCAA 
Of-
fensive Player
 of the Week 
honors by 
completing
 31 of 40 
passes 
for  398 
yards and 
five touchdowns


































 and a 62
-yard  in 
terception  return
 for a 
touchdown  
NOTES: Pacific quarterback Hue 
Jackson. injured in the fourth quarter of 
Saturday's game and 
taken  to San Jose 
Hospital in an ambulance,
 suffered a se-
vere
 neck sprain.  .SJSU
 strong 
safety Sean Cadreau
 injured his 
knee  in 
the Pacific 
game  and will be 
out for the 
rest of 
the season. Cadreau becomes
 
the eighth 
Spartan  this season to 
suffer  



















































 with a 
team 































 with 28 
























during  the 
sea-
son, but set 
a record for 
seven  games 
by 
batting only 




 finally, are the
 Royals, who 
staged 
baseball's  most stunning
 post -
season comeback,
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0-2  and 1-3 






















































No.  4 SJSU 
faces 
Fresno 






and 6-0 in NorPac) will be in ac-
tion against NorPac rival 
Fresno State (7-16, 1-51 at 7:30 
tonight in Spartan Gym 
Ilerzog 
says 
Andujar to stick 
with Cardinals 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP)  Joa-
quin Andujar, said to be on the trad-
ing block, may still be 
in  a St. Louis 
Cardinals uniform next season, pitch-
ing "the 
second
 or third game of the 
season for us," Manager Whitey Her-
zog said Sunday. 
"He'll probably win 20 games by 
the All -Star Game and I'll take that," 
said Herzog, who was ejected from 
Sunday's Game 7 World 
Series
 loss to 




 a pitch. 
With the Cardinals,
 who had 
blown a 3-1 games lead in the Series, 
trailing 10-0 in the fifth, Herzog was 
tossed out of the game for arguing 
with plate umpire Don 
Denkinger  
and one pitch later, Andujar was 
given the thumb for doing 
the  same. 
Andujar said he had no intention 
of swinging at Denkinger, although 
he looked every bit the part of a re-
strained 
barroom
 brawler when his 
teammates pulled him 
away. 
"No
 way," he said. "I have 10 
years in the 
majors.  I know better. I 
control myself. I had the umpire in 
front 
of me." 
"I'm not sorry," Andujar said. 
"I'm mad. I'm a professional. We 
tried, but we lost the World Series. I 
feel good 
because inside I know I 
tried."
 



























 Regalia sets up a 
penalty
 corner 
Spartans  boosted their
 overall record to 6-4-1 
and 
will 
shot in SJSU's 3-0 win over Chico
 State 
Saturday.
 The host 
California
 at 









































opportunities  at 
Lockheed.  






 the SR -71 
Blackbird,  an 









in the world. 
Just sign 




and mark these 
dates  on your calendar: 
Presentation  November 5 
Interviews  November 6 
You'll
 see why we're a company with a 





is an equal opportunity, affir-
mative 
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For students undecided about 
their careers and uncertain which 
school requirements they need,
 a 
computer on campus, the GIS, might 
be able to give them up to 1,025 ca-
reer options and more details on 
those. 
Career
 Planning and 
Place-
ment's
 GIS is a computer
 guidance 
system.
 It has six 
different  files stu-
dents can work with 
and choose from. 
The files include 
information on fi-
nancial aid, 
graduate  and 
profes-
sional 







Career Planning and 
Placement  
Coordinator 
Ethel Bryant said that 




 on career possi-
bilities 
concentrated
 in one place. 
Students don't have to go 
look around 
for all kinds 
of information.  Bryant 
said. 
There are two possible ways to 
use the GIS. If students know what 
occupation they are interested in,  the 
files will give them information on 
the schools, the programs and 
what  
companies in the field require. 
For
 students 










elements,  for 
in-
stance,  






how  long 
they 
plan





















 a job 
requiring  a 
lot of verbal 
skills or 
using  clerical 
skills. 
The GIS is open to all SJSU stu-
dents. 
More
 than 50 students use the 
GIS on a monthly basis,
 Bryant said. 
Career 
Planning  and Placement has 
been using 
this system for three 
years. 
"I'm a freshmen and I 
came to 
college because my 
parents wanted 
me to," said David Fewlers, an unde-
clared student. "I was uncertain
 
about what
 I wanted to do in the fu-
ture. I used the GIS and I have differ-
ent options I'm considering now." 
"What 
the GIS tries to do is help 
students determine and 
match  inter-
ests related to jobs possibilities," 
Bryant said. 
The
 GIS can be used on an indi-
vidual basis  
by making an appoint-
ment through the 
Career Planning 
and Placement Center and going 
through the training 
session or pro-
lessors may bring their classes for 
students to 
use  the GIS. 
The GIS is updated every six 
months and has information from all 
over the country, Bryant said. 
According to 
Bryant,
 the system 
is 
helpful for some 
freshmen. She 
said that 
when students come 
to col-
lege, they're
 not always sure 
what 
they want to do and 
what  they need to 
do. 
Within 10 to 20 
minutes,  the GIS 
will come
 up with some career
 possi-
bilities, taking in considerations their 
given 
information.  
The system i6 easy to use, and 
most students are already familiar 
with some computer 
usage, Bryant 
said. 
"Your career a la carte, that's 







starts  off with 1025 
possible occupations and will narrow 
it down to 25, Allman said. 
"The GIS doesn't provide them 
with a specific job, 
but  general infor-
mation and job descriptions on a na-
tional level," 
Allman  said. 
There are weekly workshops that 
are about an hour -and -a -half long de-
pending on the number
 of students at-
tending. The  beginning of each 
se-
mester brings 
more students than 
during the rest of the
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Spartan





 Film Department. 
Student Union, Inns. 25 
Deadline  ri, entries is 









de passagrspar of the 
ado/ Phew and I 


















photos  and you 
are  a student 
of 
SJSU, you could win 

















portraying  SJSU 
There will 
be









 rolls of Film, 
1 case of Coke
 
3rd 
prize:  5 rolls 
of
 Film, 1 case 
of Coke 
The
 contest is 




 Kodak Inc., 
Berkey  Film 














only  Entrants 
must
 he students of San Jose
 State 
Ilniversity Entrants may not submit photos taken by other photographers Staff and faculty 
of SIMI and Spartan Bookstore are not eligible 
2 Only pictures taken after 
















of  camera may be used 
No
 artwork  
or 





exposures  or 
multiple printing 
Each entry must include an official entry affixed to the back 
Any picture that contains the likeness of any 
person must be accompanied by the %I-men 
consent of such person or petstms for the 
use  of the picture for purposes of illustration, 
advertising or nublication in any matter 
All entries will he judged on photo 
quality  and appeal Technical quality, 
while  important will 
not be the deciding factor 
Judging will be ck,ne by 
Craig  Kochersberger.  Graphics 
Coordinator,  SJSI.1 Community 
Relations, and Rosanne Simon of 
Berkey  Film All decisions are final 
All entries must be a Black & 
White or Color pnnt, 
Sal
 or  
5410
 
Sorry no negatives 
however,  
mauves  
must be stiMlucecl upon 
request   
by Spartan 
Bookstore for all entnes 
selected
 for use in advertising and
 promotion 
10 The winning 
entrants will be required to 
sign
 a statement that the winning
 photo or a closely 
similar photo 
has not been entered in any 
other  contest, cubit or salon 
where  prices are 
awarded other than 
the one being conducted by Spartan
 Bookstore 
11 
All entries will become the 
property  of Spartan Bookstore 
and
 may be used at their discretion
 
for promotional purposes
 No mines 
will  be returned. 
12 Winners of the Spartan 
Bookstore Contest will be 
announced
 in the 12 9 1985 Spartan 
Daily  















SJSU faculty members can 
now  
do 
in minutes what 
formerly took en-
tire afternoons 







 is Sponsored 
Pro-
jects  Information 
Network,
 or SPIN, 
a computerized 
method  of finding re-
search grant






















 the SJSU 
Foundation. 
He
 added that 
Stanford 
and the 
University  of 
Santa Clara 
also  use such a 
system. 
"It's  fairly routine for 
large cam-
puses to have 
this service," Ellefsen 
said. 
SPIN will replace 
the volumes of 
books 
and  periodicals formerly 
used
 
to find grant 
possibilities  for faculty 
members, he 
said. While these 
peri-
odicals





the chances of 
a faculty 
member being 
awarded a grant will 
be greater because the 
written  propo-
sal will have
 been sent to the best pos-
sible funding choice,




areas  within their disciplines that are 
often 
the subject of scholarly re-
search. There are 
thousands of public 




BURBANK (AP)  Walt Disney 
Productions says it 
will put 20 feature 
movies 
into
 television syndication, 
including 
"Mary  Poppins" and 
"Splash." 
The studio's entry into 
the  TV 
syndication 
market  also includes a 
second package of programming 








Certain Disney "crown jewels,"
 
such as 
"Snow  White" will be held 
back from this package of movies, 
said 
Robert  Jacquemin, who heads 
the syndication 
division.  The studio 
has always 
withheld these films 
from
 
funding for these 




 member to 
find them. 






ulty members in delveloping written 
grant proposals and finding suitable 
prospective
 funders. 
Using SPIN, a grant proposal is 
matched to companies or foundations 
that would offer funding for it, and 
the resulting information is displayed 
on the
 screen, along with information 
concerning grant amount, proposal
 
deadline 
and  specific qualifications. 
Ellefsen or grant developer 
officer  
Beverly 
Miles  will assist faculty 
members on the terminal. 
"I think it's a terrific system for 
all faculty members interested in 
re-
search
 grants," said John Morlan, di-
vision 
head of Educational 
Lead-
ership 
and Development. "It'll be a 
great benefit for our
 faculty and stu-
dents." 
"We've been looking at this sys-
tem for about a 
year. I'm sure it's 
going to be a worthwhile invest-
ment," 
Ellefsen said. 
The subscription service is 
linked
 
to the main grant
 retrieval computer 
at New 
York State University in 
Al-
bany by a modem, 
a device that en-
ables a 
user  to hook up and talk to 
an-
other 





The office of 
Research
 and Grant 
Development
 Division of 
the  SJSU 
Foundation is 







































































and  true life
-na-





ARE YOU RUNNING 
OUT  OF TIME? 
Have Suzanne type that paper for you! 
Quality Word 
Processing   
DISCOUNT  RATES 
with this ad 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY 
Call (415) 940-1682 












































































Francisco:  ( 















































































Daily staff writer 
"He seems to be fine," said 
David R. Lee,
 a marketing pro- 
Leslie Capossele, 
emergency  room 
lessor, was 





 in front of 
the Campus 
She said Lee's fiance picked 
Christian Center 
on the corner of 
him up and took 
him home after 
Tenth and
 San Carlos streets 
doctors determined that he was ok. 
Lee was taken
 to San Jose Hos- 
The accident occurred at 1:30 
pital where he was

















The vehicle that 
struck Lee 
was traveling south bound on Tenth
 
Street, according to Dick Staley, 
SJSU 
public
 information officer. 
Further details of 
the accident 


















time,  one 
SJSU 
emeritus 
professor  is going
 to 
try
 and make 
a difference
 at the 
Uni-


















February  to 












give  me, 
I would 
like to 
































































































opportunity  to 
go some-
where  to 
see  things 
without 
being  a 
tourist. 














the  trip will
 improve 
the stature











said she will 
be lecturing 
on how 
to use the 






























SJSU,  students 
primarily do 
programs
 that the 
















































women  as 
well














of 3.5 or 













































chance  to 
meet other achievers and to meet 




and  the New Testa-
ment, is the 
group's  faculty adviser.
 
Olcott said she has seen a rise in 
grade point averages at 
SJSU,  and 
said 
"two-thirds  of the freshman 
class 
this year are probably
 eligible" 
to join Alpha 
Lamba  Delta. 
"They're a 
nice,  wholesome 
bunch
 of kids," Olcott said. 
"They 
tend to be 
studious,  but they're 
not  
nerds. They are
 people who are 
outer -directed and 
who
 want to help 
the 
community.  They're 
not  plotting 
to overthrow the 
government.  
"It's very 
easy  to join. At a 
large 
campus  like SJSU, 
which  has over 
25,000  students 
now,
 it's important 
for students to 
feel they're part of a 
group. 
This
 is a broad -based 
club. 
There's no sexual 
component  and no 
ethnic component. It's 




 Alpha Lamba 
Delta to a "studying support group." 
He 
said each member has a list of 
phone numbers of all the other mem-
bers to call for studying help and 
questions. But not all of the club's 
time revolves around homework, 
Bailor 
said. 
"We have parties, too. There's 
more to life than just studying," 
Bailor said. "When we 
have  a party, 
school is forgotten. We just make 




Bailor  said Alpha Lamba Delta is 
open to any major, but mostly at-
tracts business majors. 
Bailor said before a 
member  is 





community  programs 
By Gloria




bringing  issues 
ranging
 




 to birth control and 
podiatry











expanded in an 
effort to in-
troduce 




she  said. 
"We want to 




 and be of 
inter-
est to students,"










 said. Among 




who  will be 
speaking
 on "Tower 
Talks." 
"Tower 
Talks,"  which 
airs Tues-
days
 from 6 to 
6:15  p.m., 
deals  with 
people  and 
organizations  
on campus. 
Its  purpose is 
to make students
 
aware of how 
organizations 
can  serve 
them better,




























 from 6 
to
 6:15 p.m. 






Health  Services. 
More 
than  30 
percent  of 
student 
tuition  fees go 
to health 













White  said. 
The  program 
provides
 















































































































deals with issues 
affecting  the com-
munity and 
the university, and fo-




"Escencia," a women's pro-
gram, airs Sundays from 
910
 10 a.m. 
It deals with women
 in the commu-
nity and 
women  in music, White said. 
Former Mayor 
Janet Gray Hayes 
was 
recently
 interviewed on the 
show.
 













days a  week
 
138 E. 
Santa  Clara St 
San Jose, CA 
286-6275 
programs were on KSJS, White said. 
"Radio Aztlan," was replaced with 
"Cara -A -Cara" and "Escencia" was 
carried over to this semester. 
White 
was Public Service Direc-
tor last semester and coordinated 
public 
service  announcements. She 
was asked to take the position of Pub-
lic Affairs Director by 
KSJS  General 
Manager Joel
 Wyrick and Program
 
Director  Julie Ansara, 
she said. A 
Radio -Television 
major, White said 
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due  of 


















The club does not
 have a campus 
house, Bailor 
said,  but holds meet-
ings
 at 8 p.m. every other Monday 
in
 
the Student Union 
Montalvo  Room, 
them to do,
 Fitting said She
 wants 
the Portugual





"What  I'd 
like
 to achieve
 is what 
I haven't
 been able 






























 said she 
wanted  to work 










computers,  but she 
said




"You  get a 
chance
 to get a lot 
of 
data in a short









she  said. 
For example,
 a person can
 col-
lect 100 
pieces of data 
for a math-
ematical  question 
on a computer,
 
that in the 
same
 time, only 
two  pieces 
could be 
done  by hand. 
The Portugual 







 it has 
a few 
small 




she will be focusing
 
on the 
design  of the 
software














































out there are 
some things con-
stant for
 all people," Fitting said.
 
"As 
long as I 
can work.
 I'll be 
happy," Fitting said. 
Portugual  has 
no pro -defined
 

















since  they are 
free








the initiator of the 
SJSU 
computer  science 
instructional
 
center and she was































































admit  it. It takes 
a dif-
ferent
 kind of 








 exotic lands. The 
hours 
as a volunteer are 
long. The 
pay is 








 and rewards 
are  im-
mense.
 You'll be 




become  fluent 
in a new 
language, and 
learn far more 
about 
the third world  
and  yourself  
than 







 about by 















constructed  in 







 in Upper 

























Being a volunteer isn't 
for 
everyone, and 
it isn't easy, but to the 
people  of the developing
 nations 
who have never before had basic.' 
health care or 
enough  to eat, the 
Peace Corps brings a message 
of 
hope and change. 
We 
invite  you to look into the 
volunteer opportunities
 beginning in 
the next 
3-12 months in 
Africa,  
Asia, Latin 
America,  and the 
Pa-
cific. Our 
representatives  will be 
pleased to 
provide
 you with details. 
PEACE CORPS ON CAMPUS
 











October  30 
 12:30PM 





























Board  budget 
is
 the lowest 
allocation






about 29 percent less than last year's 
$78,500 allocation
 and is barely com-
parable to 1979's A.S. 
Program
 Board 
budget of $99,200 
The 
A.S Program Board is an 
A S business that 
arranges
 and pays 




 as concerts.  Wednesday 
films, classical 
performances  and 
lectures 
The board 
has had to back away 
from some programs it could
 have 
done if more
 money were available. 
"It's difficult 
for us to do a good 
Job
 and 
bring  class acts to campus
 
when we don't have the funds 
we
 
need," A.S. Program Board 
Stafford 
Hebert said. 
Board Mr each year 
is
 
made by the 
A.S.  Board of 
Directors
 who are in 
of
 






explained  one 
factor 
that  affected 
the drop in 
money allo-
cated for
 the A.S. 
Program  
Board  
"This year, the Revised
 Auto-
matic Funding Initiative (RAH 
groups were 




 so the distribu-
tion of funds 
was a little different," 
Lenart said. Groups included in 
RAFI are KSJS, the Music Depart-
ment, the Art :,;allery , 
Spartan
 Daily 





half  of the 














 in a let-
ter to 
his staff this 
summer.  So mon-
ies left for 
paying the 
usually  high 
artist fees, and 































enable  the 





come  in very 
handy in 
paying off 























But  this 
amount  of 
money  had to 
be 
divided  










































































































































20,  only 
cost  
the 
board  an 
artist 














of having a 
big  




 the Fat Boys and the
 Boo-
gie Boys is being
 researched by the 
A.S. Program Board,






department  only 
has  about $14,000
 
left in its 
budget,
 a band as 
popular  
as Fat
 Boys would be 
sure to draw a 
big crowd 
















By Michelle King 
and next week,
 a sign-up table and 
Daily  staff 
writer 
A.S. board






front of the Student 
Union  from 8 
first "A.S. 
Newsletter"
 to the homes 
a.m. 
 2 p.m. to answer 
questions 




 on Nov. 8, A.S. O'Doherty said that 
40
 students had 
President
 Erin 
O'Doherty  said at the signed up on the 








The committees will research the 
letter will contain a cover letter by possibilities 
of:
 1) establishing a book 




2) expanding SJSU child care 
AS. is 
working  on right now.
 
facilities; 3) raising 
the amount of 
"I think there's a real need to money available for students through 
communicate 
with the student financial aid; and 4) redirection of 
body," O'Doherty said. "We need to funding for Instructionally Related 





meeting  for 
interested  




will  be held 
at 
cle through 
which they can affect the 
3:30 p.m.
 Nov.  4 
in
 the S.U. 
Costa -













on four committees, which are ex- 
"I'd  like to 
see about 
8 to 10 peo-
plained in the 






Also included in the newsletter 
will
 be information on other AS. 
committee  openings and information 
on A.S. services. 
The  cost to put out 
the newsletter was 
$2,300,
 with fund, 
ing from advertisements by SUPro,
 




O'Doherty said that she'd like to 
incorporate the A.S. Newsletter as a 
regular function of A.S. and hopes to 
put out two of them next semester. 
"We're also hoping that
 if stu-
dents are interested in A.S. (through 
the newsletter), they'll call us and 
get involved," 
O'Doherty  said. 
Students interested in participat-
ing in A.S. committees and activities 
can call the A.S. Office 
at 277-3201. 
A.S. 
Director  of Academic Affairs 
Paul Harrison is in charge of recruit-
ing 
for

















College  Bowl 
By Tyrone 
van  llooydonk 
Daily staff writer 
The Tau 
Delta  Phi team 
was 
upset Friday for
 only the 
second time in 









rauders  won the 
question -and -
answer 




35. it was the 









"They're (Tau Delta Phi) 
kind of slipping,
 which is kind of 
nice because they've dominated
 
it for years," said Marauder 
Jim Rowen, a five-year 
veteran  
of College 
Bowl  competition. 
"We were blown out of the 
water last year by Tau Delta 
Phi so it kind of 
felt  like we were 
getting 
our  revenge." 
Tau Delta Phi
 member and 
advertising  senior 
Matt Scott 
was  pleased 
with  his own 
per-
formance
 but said 
his  team did 
not play 
well
 as a group.
 The 
Tau 
Delta  Phi team 
lost
 for the 
second  year 
in
 a row but
 Scott 
said 
it was only 
because  they 
did not




 on their 
side. 




 really strong  but 
they 








 team coach. 
The 















The number of correct an-
swers 
by
 individuals will be tal 
lied by 
Hermann but she said 
that top scorers are not guar 
anteed a spot on 
the team. She 
said she 





 team by 
selecting  
students
 who are 
knowledgable 
in different 






























asked  that the tro-
phy
 bear the name 
'Campus 
Democrats.'
 " Rowen 
said. 
"They 
would  give us official 
sanction if 
we














 Z. De 
Lorean,  





 to a hospi-
tal's  cardiac 
care unit 
today, a 
















taken to the 
Coronary 
Care Unit 











 on his 











children in an 
effort
 to help de-
termine 
who should 
get  custody. 
De 
Lorean has





















keeps her away 
from them too 
much. 
De Lorean, contending he is in fi-
nancial ruin 
after  the failure of his 






former  wife 











 to take the 
stand  during an 
afternoon
 session
 of the trial,
 which 
will also 
decide  the 
legitimacy
 of a 
prenuptial
 agreement 




Included are a $3.5 million New 
Jersey estate and a $5 million New 
York City condominium  properties 
De Lorean has 
testified  are all he has 
with which to rebuild his
 life. 




with  the children pri-
vately in his chambers 
to find out 
who they 
want
 to live with, said 
David













Expanded  Location 
420 
TOWN  & COUNTRY VILLAGE 


































You  forgot louse the 
static cling remover 
again!!"'  





















tend classes two or three times a week, 




previous  paper 
to help 
keep everyone informed on campus 
every day. 
Campus 
   
Sigma Chi 
Fraternity  was the 
overall winner of 
last
 week's Home-
coming events, and the festivities 
were a big 
success,  according 
to 
events chairwoman
 Karin Silcox. 
   
SJSU Instructor







 assaulting a 23 -
Open University program out of its $2 
year -old graduate student on campus 
million debt this 
year,  but the future Thursday 
night,
 University Police 
of the program remains in 
question.
 said. 
This year  the SJSU Open 
Univer-
 
Green, 44, an instructor in Stud-







fornia State University system,lost
 
himself
 in to UPD 
immediately  after 
6118,600  
while  the entire 19
-campus
 





 until the issue 
has been resolved, said SJSU Public 
Information  Director Dick Staley. 
Sports 
The Spartans beat the University 
of the Pacific
 34-26 in the Homecom-
ing game before
 an audience of 
11,294.
 
SJSU had previously lost five 
games in a row. 
   
Spartan volleyball






100th victories in 
















  Marine bi- 
stress,"  said Sheridan





 the National 
Marine  Fish -
retreated 
upstream  the 14 
miles he 




 gained the day





to let the lost. 45-ton 
hump- animals. 
back whale swim where 
he
 wants in 
The lost 
leviathan,  first 
sighted  








absolutely  leave him 
been herded 14 
miles  downstream in 
alone. There
 is no point to more the 
Sacramento  River on Sunday by a 
flotilla of 18 boats banging
 on six-foot 
metal pipes suspended into the water 
to near Pittsburg, 35 miles 
from his 
Pacific  Ocean home. 
But Monday morning,
 the 40-foot -
long 





land, about three 



















$1.00 per hour 








Cards -1/2 Price Sale 
SUGA SNACK BAR SPECIALS 
ALL WEEK DURING 
NORMAL  OPERATING HOURS 
POPCORN at, PEPSI 
PRODUCT
 COMBO 
*1/2 PRICE * 
Must purchase both items to receive 112 price 
Special includes any PEPSI product we 
stock 
BOWLING 
BIDDER'S  MARKET 
Buy equipment for the price YOU 
want  to pay! 
Pick up flyer es Bidder's Packet 




 AN ASTEROIDS 
VIDEO  GAME! 
Drawing Tickets 
Available  at the Desk -254t 
each, 5 for $1.00, 25 
for$5.00 
Winner 
Need  Not be Present to 
Win! 
Thursday,





the  Dark MOONLITE 
BOWLING Win Free
 Games 86 Prizes 
1:00pm-4:00pm  
Free "Trick or Treat" Goodies. 
Enter our Costume Contest at 4:00pm 
Friday. Nov.1 
IT'S  ALL HAPPENING HERE! 
Free "Welcome to SUGALAND" Balloons 
Winners
 in the 
BOWLING BIDDER'S 
MARKET 











































































































































































































































































































































ERK  Pi MAR , FIZPS,E 





Pop trAttnotes. I Do 


























office  in 
Room 
208,  second










































































 Student Union Guada-
lupe Room. For more information 
call Virginia O'Reilly
 at 277-2009. 
   
Campus Crusade for Christ will 
have a meeting at 7:15 tonight in the 
Student 
Union Council Chambers. 
For further information call Shelly 
Houston 
at 267-3707. 
   
The Bilingual Scripture 
Study 
Fellowship will 
host a Gospel Concert 
featuring the Sonshine Singers from 
ORTV Taipei, Taiwan at 
7:30  tonight 
in the Music Building Concert 
Room. 
For more information call Eva 
Cheung  at 995-5231. 
   
Flying Twenty will be holding a 













































   
The Sierra Club is having a meet-
ing at 3:30 p.m.
 today in the Student 
Union  Almaden Room. For further 
information call Jenefer Humphreys 
at 446-0731. 
   
Alpha
 Tau Omega 
will  host a so-
rority ping -pang
 tourney at 7 
tonight  
at
 the ATO 
house,  
96














have  a slide 
presentation













Capano  or 






   
Delta Sigma Pi is having a bake 
sale from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. today 
through Thursday in front of the Stu-
dent Union. For more information 
call Mary Galindo at 272-9512. 
   
The Community 
Committee  for 
International Students is hosting con-
versational English tutoring for all 
international students from 10 a.m. to 
noon today and from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. 
tomorrow in Administration Build-
ing, Room 222. For more information 
call Muriel Andrews at 
279-4575.  
   
The SJSU 
Archery  Club will have 
a meeting at 6 tomorrow night in the 
Student 
Union  Montalvo Room. For 
more information contact Tom at 277-
8055. 
   
The Art Building small galleries 
will be 
displaying
 the work of Verda 
Alexander, Mary Beth Allison, Don 
Santos and Leroy 
Parker's class 
through 
Friday. For more informa-
tion contact the Art Department at 
277-2542. 
   
The Hispanic Business  Associa-
tion will have a 
general
 meeting at 5 
p.m. tomorrow in Business Class-
rooms, Room 001. For more informa-
tion 
call Kathy at 749-0317.
 
   
Mayor 
John Ashworth from the 
City of Campbell, will give a talk on 
urban politics at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow 
in Dudley Moorhead 
Hall Room 226A 
For 
more information call Allen 
Young  at 277-2861.
 
   
The 






 p.m. Thursday 
in 
Dwight  Bentel









and  pro 
Msoional  growth 
volunteer rn 
tem in 
world  renowned local 
program Coun.sling. support 
service. admin . 
data
 promming, 
public away...,  fund raising. 
etc Bi-& mono lingual, ell majors 
goad 
& underpart 
Experience  frorn 






 I.C.E.F.. .0 Box 952. SJ. 
95108.290,5055
 




 298 4014  
HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT 
ASSOC 
SAWA., dinners, 
porde..  brunch. 
lecture. Hebrew Notions. Tun 







MUST SEE TO APPRECIATE. The 
Overcomro 
is.
 dynamic group of 
thet enjoy the super 
mhos' power & presort. of God 
The God 
of the universe is very 
much alive and wants to make 







and love of God in  very 
tel
 way 
The Ovorcomers meet every 
Wed...day Sr 7 30prn
 et the Stu 
dent Union in the Conan°. 
roorn CM BM 
for  info 279 2133 
STUDENT
 DENTAL/OPTICAL PLAN 
Enrol now, Save 
your tmth eyes 
 money too For information  
brochure me A S 




6811   
UNITED EXPRESS 
CHECK  CASHING 
Co nig 
cosh you, finoncial rd  
payroll chock  a Cr  low cost 
wino boast.
 I/ you -re unhappy 
with you, mall drop or it you 
nmd  
one. mM Immo 
oro One 
block horn carnpus 124
 8 E 
Santa Clore St Phone
 279.2101 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Chriotien Con 
tor Sunday Luther. 
1045.4,1. 
Cetholic 4 00 and 8 00pm Hee. 
call Campus 
Ministry at 298 0204 
for worship counseling prop.s 
mid study opportunities Rev Na 
tette Shire.. Fr Bob Leger Sr 
Joan Panel's Rev 
Nod, Firnhsber 
AUTOMOTIVE  
DO YOU NEED 
AUTO  INSURANCE?1 
 rne for quote es I can gun 
E
nt.  coveroge same rimy John 









272 4092  
IS IT TRUE you can 




le.m 1 Get the f.t. todsy, CO 1 
312 741 1142...,
 8115  
JAPANESE ENGINES & TRANNIES No 





ten DiNtnbutors. 386 7007  
'54 FORD MUST 07 50 5 sp 
load.  nic 
cond
 est wen 
011111  
mil 
18300/oh  227 4076 
'8 VESPA 







Only 11250. cell 
botw.n 5 12 
p.rn 
n1408)779
 1874  
76 DATBUN 
5210  mi good cond 
new 
parts  on. 
good
 CM or 293
 
6210., 





 a/c egad, 
in
 miles on rtat
 
w ig New 
point. 27mpg
 on mg 
gee 
11300.
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you  con  I burn your 
pinks.,
 
Enjoy,  Buy tins snaring 
VF
 11 at 
most grocery
 chill. ond garden 
supply,,.,.,
 Eleanor's of Calor 
nie 
720 University.











 images that you 
can us. 
directly,
 l custornizo to 
c aaaaa your own invitations cords. 
itnnouncionnonts. cartoon. & pon 
no Sand $32.05. US funds. 
check or MO 
toklAH,




C.  95054. AAH 
Computer Grophic 
Productions  
FUTONS., QUALITY COTTON PROD-
UCTS C aaaaa your own living & 
gleaptng space 
with  our futons pa 
lows . 
homes Custom Futons & 
Pillow. Plus,  302 El Pomo Shop
 
ping Cantor Satittoga  Campbell 
Ave.. San Joss 378 51316 10% 
discount well this ad 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $ AS ,ntrernural sport. official 
in 
football volleyball meow. inner 






Pub, 277 2858 
FEDERAL. STATE & CIVIL SERVICE 
lobs now vailetke in your ere. For 
info
 caN 16021 





plumbing repairs primarily,  but 
painting. floor lying etc More 
than
 one person needed horn tone 
to time ad run. osinestor Call 
Don 285 6847 or M. Spalding 
947 0531 
MC DONALD'. 
NOW  HIRING)) Pre 
11011111 pay. hours floxible emu, 





Cameo Kathy or David of 356 
3095. 16475 Loo Gatos 91vd  
PRE SCHOOL TEACHER,  M
-F 12:30 






Permanent  and ton, 
porary potation. svallable Pay rate 
5625/5,
 
No mperienc needed, 
will train Part time and 
FuN time 
available 
Hours  negotlble Eve 





Ws need people 
right awey, 




 only III 







An Equal Opportunity Company'. 
SALES/
 EARN $400 $800/month  




 with Hireith & Nutrition 
prod.. company 
Coe D.P. et 
14091984-71131
  
SALES, PART TIME. 
hrs. flexible Point 











 Pa. Co  
11 parks 5.000 
openings  Con 
picri 
information  15 
00
 perli re 
port 
Mission




Mt 59901  
REGISTER
 WITH THE 
BEST, Whetha  
avail.%
 for low% 
during the 
week,w 00000
 de pert time/swipe
 
rary or only durng























 wont to 
work
 hed 














Join   growIng
 preschool 








or.  Good 
ben.. 
porl 



















 v. CO 
$4 10ihr 
Application  and corn 
Mete position announcement avail 
able in Student 
Activities  5 Sew 
ices Office. Old 
Celt tens Submit 









cola., No quotas) Since.. Inter 
ested. 
molt 1011  addressed en. 





BE A WINNER,. Every qualified appli 
cent will r.eive 
10 (Ten) free lot 
wry 
tickets  Come sae 1.000 so 
II
 of 2br 25. comfort Only 1 
Mk 
from  compus, starting Sr 
$895/mo Move in now and re 
mt. nth.,  color TV. microwave 
oven. VCR. or rent crede 
es  
house warming gill 
Hurry,  this 
offer is subj.,  to withdrowl with 
out further notim 
So don't delt,.  
ceN today!! 292 5452.
 or 187 
5318  
ROOMATE WNTD.
 to shr 2 bckTn apt 
non SJSU $325/rno gtad/se 
rious stdnts 292 9539 FREE 
OCT 
STUDENTS. FACULTY,  STAFF Rood  
P.m?
 
Have same SJSU oft -cam 
putt housing program. 
277  3996. 
Free service 
LOST Et FOUND 
LOSTIl Cl... ring. IRVINGTON HIGH in 
Student Union If found. please 
0.8.10.
 857 3056 
PERSONAL 
B






have pass. I 
know  there will tie 
many mor Love You, Petro,  
KIDS, DON', list. to KELLY Timed. 
ob. 10 2 on 90 7 FM KSJS You 
shouldn't be exposed to Ming.
 like 
that! Besides. Ws pain your hod 
Low.
 Your Morn PS 
Drink  
your milk  
LIFE IS 
NOT homework. Telte tlm 
for yourmll & meet
 elligihla ainglos  
through  person... Mood. 
lion 
service  You melte the 
choice. Cell 
CHOICES at 971 
7408 
NATIONAL GAY/B1 contact club for 
men & worn. Low 
rat.
 SASE 
Dean. P0 But 28781, Sen Jos. 
Cs.




 "R"1 Remember the 
ovorheeted bus 
engine?
 The long 




277-8114   
WOULD LIKE TO fInd  women COM 
ponion who would be  waling to lye 
wthandlcopperl man Call Brion or 




Free sitsminnion  tomt 
ment a. part of  ...Bench project 
If you have
 
had low bacli 
pain  for 
more  Mon 6 months 
& ere 2055 
yrs old please 
cell
 Palm. Coll... 

















 mouetache. b.k. 
shoulder.. tc I 16% deco., to 
students mind 
faculty
 CM before 
Dm
 it





 1/2 price Unwanted
 holt 
rationpeors with my 
care
 Gwen C 
Choir., RE
 559 3500. 1645 




Mow him edge wood
 *lc Low 
monthly 10101 140011111011111 Cal
 





 CENTER The 
Rader InglitiM,AMI et Sant. Crur 
Community Hoe.. I  comp. 
homelya program for the successful 
trestmont of wares% buMnis ond 
compullve eating Out wenn and 
coring 




psychologicsl.  nutritional, 
social
 
and spintual aspects of the 
di   which ar essential 10, 111. 
long 
recovery Additional inform 








14081426 3282..t 153  
FACULTY. STAFF & STUDENTS.,
 C. 
titled massage 
wectioner  °Hering   
? v. health
 cam Actopres 
sure Mowry. Swedish/Eselen foe 
body massage. d.p 
tissue into 
oration
 ...ions wadable Strictly 
nooses./  Call for appt her 3 
pm. Janice 
Thurston
 C M P 14081 
267 2993  
I CAN
 HELP YOU if you
 n.d help loop 
'no
  bud., logy
 set up. budget 
for you & keep track of expendi 
tures bal.. 
ch.k
 hooks & 
other financial services 
For more 
informatton
 call Alan et 978
 
3648. 
IMMIGRATION  ATTORNEY 
will con 
twit with SJSU students for 
30 
min.  FREE Poetic.. la limked to 
ell mom. of immigration & n 
'Ion.. Law office I. only 
e 
5 






 Robert Ng .14081 
554 0696  
LOOKING FOR
 A WEDDING phologra 
ph., 
John Poulson Photography 
offers e.h bride & groom the WV 
mate winching 
...dawn,  We 
otter en album Met refl..
 Sidi,id  
 pentonalities 
sod life stylos 
Call 
John  Poulson Photography al 
559 
5922  
LOSE WEIGHT & 
IMPROVE
 your health 
Wherbn  nutrition 
pogrom  
Cleonses system & notkeable in 
cress. enorgy
 & shollty. No drug. 
100%
 naturalll Usod by medical 






 back Call Mr 
Luciano at 
255 3168. aftor 
prn 
LOWEST INSURANCE 
RATES  STU 
DENT DISCOUNT!
 Auto & ton. 
low monthly 
payments  No driver 
IS
 rfused Call Mark Chapman for 







 holp with 
CREST, ELME) Private
 tutoring? 







co...Nation  Coll 
14091295-6066
  
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for 111111 
and women 
Special rate with fec 




Sturdey In Noll 
Business  Perk 
Hwy 101 & 
N Fame. mit Sun 







Every Sunday from 9. 3pm CM 
10/ Hell. 998 Bascom Ave . San 
Jose SI 00 
edmi.slon 
into 10081 241 7958 
Auction  
Easy parlong food and drink  
WEDDING 
PORTRAITS  & MODEL port 
folios by . 1.11.1 Soe the 
Pb,
 
Kappa Alphs 1986 calendar tor a 
sampe 
cloy
 worn then call John 
Rickman in 251 
4283   
1HR PHOTO CENTER Outallty I ht 
photo doveloping. 
rush WV1C11 on 
color 5 x To&prints from MM. & 
copy photos Ommight *Me pro 
ceosing instant pompon photos 
great seryke & 
go.l.nlood 
qudity 
Stevens CM at Winchester. Town 
& Country Vltava 985 7427  
TRAVEL 
NEW TRAVEL INFO. 
HONOLULU hm $249.,, 
Ind 
hotel  






FIJI  fun 1899/n 
Ind 
hotel 
EURAlt IMITRAIL PASSES 












Try Tony Hanel 296 
2087 01 
50
 pet pogo. check turn 
around available sewn days s 
we.  All work 944,444.4d 
ABANDON 
YOUR
 WORRIES & Have 
the typing to me/ Fe.t occur.. 
word proconting 12 00/de page 
Includes 
editing
 spelling gram 
met. punctuation assistance Al. 
evallable.
 grephics for charts and 
tables that have 
that  Type., 





to, the be. 
p.c. 
Don,
 waste your 
time, Call 
mlim.r Th III 
Office  
Helper  
14081296 5703  
ABILITY 
PLUS




 f os. turnwound 
wesonshie  00000
 




















 guaranteed work 







micro ...notion Editing nevi.
 
& disk storage  
hie  8 am to 8 
pm
 7 day0wk 













Hrly   
elf wont
 gimenteed 
8 30. 9 
00pm N Son Jose 10 
min horn campus
 Jane 251 
6942  
BETTER grades with better 
papers  
Help vvrth grammar oditIng 
Expert  
in tech subrects
 style manuals on 
chiding 
SPAS char. & graph. 
IBM word 
procossong  Los Gotos 
South 5.1 




















 Lo Guar 








 for themes diewnetions
 
term papers
 rissurnes tc 
Top  




woh speNing S 
gram 
rho. 
Reasonable,   
Call Debt. 
at 378 9846 
EDITING/WORD 
PROCESSING  WIN as 
mist  with grammar. 
formtting. 










highly experienced Cell 
Marcie Of Jen from 
SAM RPM (no 
later 
Meese)
 268-9448  
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY  for 
1111001
 
typing  & word ptomming
 med. 
SpeciMoing in term 
paws. re 
ports. m.uscrIpte. re.arch 
p
 
pots them letters. rsurnes.I.
 
gol/busigursep.onel Grammer & 
spelling asmistance Cassette Ir. 
ticription aveiloble Guannteard 
prole.sional quell. lost ...to 
o
nd vory cornpetitive  I Cell 






















 Cinden & Leigh
 
CO 371 593.....   
GET THE GRADES yow hard 
work  de 
soy.. Fob your typMg ridding 5 
composition needs when you 
want it 
typed nght. coil WRITE
 
'TYPE 14081 972 
9430  Ask for 






 type your warn 
papers 10110111.  cover
 WINS 
Quality work and reasonable   
Willow
 GI. area. 292 8807 fr   
disk storsge  
NEED  FAST ACCURATE TYPING, De 
pond on me for expert word 
Oro 
rinsing, I con elso ossist
 you with 
spelling & 
gloom., $ 1 50 do 
peg. Coll Su.. 993 
9260.u
  
iweekond. or leave message dur 
ing


















 IT WRITEI, Faculty and nu 
dents con rely on accurate 












tuetion For prompt. 7 wy 
IS
 
sponsa.  leo. message for Pamela 




10 yr. @mangoes. all type. of pa 
p.m db. to
 campus 11 block) 
315 E 
Wlllham St 10. coil 280 
0105 
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPIST prompt ac 
curate depondishie





Jowl ai 741 5880  
PUT 
YOUR  WORDS in inir bon per 















Call Vicki st 281 
3058 Oom 13pm IBM 
area  Ask 




RESUMES RESUMES RESUMES 



















SAVE TIME & get mom out of Pe, Let 
us help you 
resoerch that 
mipor  
UPI paper or proWct Resume. to, 
only 
515 Piece your name on ow 
e
mployment
 search meling 1111 
Call 988 6856 Dets Pro 




 business servo.. Rea 
son.. rates Call 14081 259 
9388
  
SUNNYVALE VALI.CO MARCIE  
word process., typing Prompt 
neat occurs. Al) formats includ 
log APA Work 
pute.t.d  




type, Call 720 8835 
TERM PAPERS
 THESES town.. For 
ell your typing needs call Peri. 
Inipmssion.
 at 998 3333 Stu 
dont rat. 100a1e:1ln  Compboll 
TYPING
 DONE IN MY HOME Reasono 


















 fn. lists 1405) 
377 
5293 or 14151 





 PAPERS. THESES. 
busing.. correspond... fa-
mme. apparent:ins. 
etc 20 years 
mporkonce Job. completed 
Quickly Sadler Secretarial Senn. 
269 8674  
WORD PROCESSING Student pap... 
 conospondence WBiow 
Glen.. 048 N. st 





theme.   die -
...tenons Also mall 
Nets.  tran 
scrip.. work 






San Jose or. Joys et 264.1029, 
































in 262 2201 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three 
lines on one day 
One  Two 
Day  Days 
3 Lines 83.10 43.80 
4 
Lines  83.80 34.50 
1, Lines (14. 50 
45.20 



























 (Al Isms) 
5 9 Lines
 $40 00  10 14 Lines
 855 00 
15 Plus Lines

































 30 lowers and spaces 
for  each hnel 
1111111111111111111111111'  
L LI_ _1 1 1 
1.1
 1 1111_11111  11111111_11 
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City & State 
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 located Outset. 08H7011
 
 
Deadline  Two days 
prior  to publication 
 Consecutive 
publication
 dates only 


















continued from page I 
This means 
that those guys who are 
walking around now who wear the 
beret have to also improve them-
selves to keep up with the trainees. 
"It used to be set up so that every 
semester we did 
the same thing. 
We're not going to do that anymore. 
We're going to change Next semes-
ter 
were
 going to build on 
what  
we've done 
this  semester, and in-
stead 
of
 being a semester -long pro-
gram its going to be a one-year, two-
semester program that allows the 
people who have been in it for a while 
not to stagnate." 
Another change Jicha has ini-
tiated is in the role of the Ranger ad-
visers and real Army officers in the 
program . 
"In the past I they) used to dic-
tate, plan and do critiques. 
I don't see 
that as my job," he said. "I know 
how 
to do that, I don't need to learn it. The 
people
 who are cadets right now need 
to learn that 
"The guys on the staff have now 
been given the responsibility to plan 
what's going 
to
 happen in the organi-
zation within  the broad guidelines we 




 they develop 
will be a reflection
 of their own work, 
nothing that I'm telling them to do, or 
anyone else." 
Cadet Ranger Neal Coching, now 
in his 
fourth  year with the program, 
said that the new 
system  is a big 
change 




be a better program and 
they'll learn a lot more," Coching 
said. "It's spread out more so you 
can 
manage your time better for aca-
demics, social life and sports. It's a 








continued  from page 
pended from SJSU for one semester 
and 
Brunato











































































pay  $25 
through  the 
Department
 of 
Revenue,  which 





















 who were 
subpoenaed  for 
the trial and 
on 30-
minute call, did 
not  have to appear 
before the court. 
The four attempted 
to present 
Fullerton with results
 of research 
they conducted on the Sullivan Prin-
ciples.  
The voluntary Sullivan Prin-
ciples urge corporations
 to end segre-
gation in the workplace, ensure equal 
and fair employment practices for all 
employees, give 
non -whites equal 
pay for equal
 or comparable work 
and 
increase  the number of
 non 
















 to the 
Long Beach 
CSSA  office for 
presenta-
tion to 
the  CSU Board of 
Trustees. 
Each campus will also 
present 
one story to the 
child  care work group 
to put on file for future use to get fur-
ther support. The 
story  will present 
the idea 
of how a student was 
not able 
to get child care 






























































































































 It promotes 




 care for 
students  
with children
 so they 
can  attend 
classes 
Assembly Rill 55 
failed us, Knep-
prath said.
 The bill 
would  have 
ap-






















































 semester and 





applied  for 
admission  
to SJSU 


















 airborne and 
breathable.
 He said the only 
time 
there is a problem is 
when  there is 
a break in the outer layer
 of asbes-
tos -containing 
material,  which al-
lows




material  can 
readily  




 then can become airborne.
 
Staley led a tour 
of Room 16 in 
the MacQuarrie Hall 
basement,  
which has been closed by the uni-
versity  to all students, faculty 
and  
staff. 
Staley said the room was
 
closed 
when dust, possibly con-
taining asbestos, was found 
on the 
floor of the Civil Defense storage 
room. The room 
contains  Civil De-
fense supplies
 that are 20 years 






across the the 








 said the university has 
been using outside contractors to 
do asbestos repairs, but that Plant 
Operations 
workers
 are now being 
trained
 to handle the jobs. 
Bill Halloway,
 chairman of 
the Bargaining Unit 6 Safety Com-
mittee of the California State Em-
ployees Association, said Plant 
Operations' asbestos equipment 
does not meet Californa Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Adminis-
tration 
standards. 
The breathing helmets that 
Plant 
Operations
 workers use are 
connected to an outside air source, 
but do 
not have an escape bottle, 
which gives a worker
 ample time 
to get out of a hazardous environ-
ment in the event
 the outside air-
line is cut or damaged,
 Halloway 
said. 
Halloway said the department 
has only two of the negative air 




repairs should be cleaned
 up 
as soon
 as money is 
available, 
said the CSU 
report,
 done by 
Baker Consultants,




also 21 buildings 
which should be cleaned
 up within 
a year,
 the report states. 
The 


























$40.00 a team. 
Here
 it's only $20.00." 
Leisure Services
 offers six intra-
mural 
sports: flag football, 
volley-
ball, soccer, innertube
 waterpolo, 3 -
aside basketball
 and the turkey trot 
This semester 24 teams signed 
up 
for football, compared to 
22
 last fall, 
and 17 teams signed up for soccer. 
compared to last year's 11. Volleyball 
participation dropped from 49 in fall 
of '84 
to 40 this semester. 
"We didn't have as long a signup 
period for volleyball this year," 
Grodhaus said. "I think 
that might 
have something to do with the lower 
enrollment." 
Grodhaus attributes
 the increase 
in the football and soccer signups to a 
higher level of fraternity involve-
ment.  
"We've given 






























































































































get.  We 
make 
no profit

















committee  will 










 support; pro 
fessional 






quality  issues 
includ-
ing 






 emphasis or 
adjustments  to 
meet purposes 







"We will try to identify the 
rea-
sons
 for a 















because  each 
campus  is 
individ-
ual















is an external 
problem,"
 Moye said. 
He
 said there 
isn't too much 
the  board of trustess  
and
 universities can do 
with a prob-
lem like financing
 since it is a 
na-





the system, Moye said. 














grting  into.  
If Fletcher Christian and Captain thigh
 had 
known what
 being stuck in the same
 boat 
would mean, 
chances  are neither would have 
set foot aboard.
 
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long 
distance company that doesn't give you all the 
services you need, it  easy to harbor mutinous 
thoughts. 
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance 
company, you know 
you're in for smooth sailing. 
C 1985 ATM' Communicolions 
You'll get trouble -free, reliable service. Immediate 
connectionseven during the busiest hours. 
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day 
Rate on state -to -state calls. And operators to 
assist you with 
immediate credit for wrong 
numbers  and collect calling. 
So when you're asked to choose a long 
distance 
company, sign aboard with AT&T 
With AT&T Long 
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. 























































STOCKTON, CA 95204 




























ALIGNMENT  NEEDS CORRECTION 
WE ARE ABLE TO 
QUICKLY  PERFORM THIS 
SERVICE
 AT A NOMINAL FEE WITHOUT 




















































WILL  CHECK 
YOUR 1+,:















WE , ' M ,ENU N ROTA '. 
SPECTION  



















SYSTEM  INSPECTION 
PROTECT
 YOUR TIRE 
INVESTMENT  
WE INSPECT YOUR UNDER CAR 
COMPONENTS FOR WEAR AT 









































INDIVIDUAL  ENJOYS THE BUYING POWER 
Of
























and  we 
will
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STEEL BELTED RADIALS FIBERGLASS BIAS BELTED 
LOW















 Wa/ ran t of,. 
 LIFETIME 
Workmanship
 . .44 
 















































































785/ 705P- 13 4924 
i85/70SRi4 
5146 










































758-14 40 26 
P215 758-15 39 
14 
P225


















Linted Warranties A' 
601
 

















 43 62 
P185750-14
 44 74 
P195
 750-14 48 
10 
P205
 750-74 51 46 
P215750-14
 54 32 
P205
 

















































































75 70SR 1 ' ' 
TEEL BELTED RADIALS 









LIFETIME  Workmanship 
Limited  Wairanties at 








 41 38 
P165800-13 45 86 
P185-800-13  50 34 









P215 750-15 62 16 




























SIZE PRICE  
P155
 
800-13  37 52 
P765800-13
 40 88 
P175,800-13  44 74 





P205 750-74 52 58 
P215 750-14 
S594 
P205 750-15  
54 32 
P215 750-15 5706 
P225 750-15 6042 
17,71,
 






PICKUPS.  VANS. 
RV's



































 Woodwear  Rood 






 SAME AS CASH.
 CONTACT STORE
 FOR DETAILS. 
EN -11.....111 k 
...- ,...,.., 
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BUYING  SAYINGS 
